This Public Footway at Nottingham Midland station is the descendant of the historic TRENT BRIDGE FOOTWAY pedestrian thoroughfare between The City of Nottingham and the river crossing at Trent Bridge.

Nottingham Midland station, NG2 3AQ
Footpath 28 & Footbridge 20B Blue plaque

The blue plaque would interpret the Trent Bridge Footway, and how it lives on in the names of "Trent Street" and Footpath 28 north–south across Nottingham Midland station, over Footbridge 20B.

Installation will require the cooperation of Network Rail, East Midlands Trains and Nottingham City Council. The proposed plaque would be 450mm (18in) diameter cast aluminium and painted blue.

Production and installation estimated £300–£500.

Location looking south from base of Loxley House ramp. Elevation showing position on station perimeter wall at junction of Trent Street and Station Street. Pavement at this position is double width. Hidden fixings used.